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Invariants and nonlinear fields in Spinor Gravity
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Spinor gravity is a functional integral formulation of gravity based only on fundamental spinor
fields. The vielbein and metric arise as composite objects. Due to the lack of local Lorentz-
symmetry new invariants in the effective gravitational action lead to a modification of Einstein’s
equations. We discuss different geometrical viewpoints of spinor gravity with particular emphasis
on nonlinear fields. The effective gravitational field equations arise as solutions to the lowest order
Schwinger-Dyson equation for spinor gravity.

PACS numbers: 12.10.-g; 04.20.Cv; 11.10.Kk HD-THEP-04-05

I. INTRODUCTION

The construction of a well defined functional integral
for the metric is a notorious problem. In particular, such
a non-perturbative definition of quantum gravity needs
to implement properly the symmetry of general coordi-
nate transformations (diffeomorphisms). As a possible
way out one may use the observation [1–3] that the met-
ric and the vielbein could arise as composite objects in
a theory with fundamental spinors. Since spinors trans-
form as scalars under general coordinate transformations
one may hope that the construction of a functional mea-
sure becomes easier as compared to fundamental metric
degrees of freedom. Furthermore, the prospect of a possi-
ble unified theory which contains only fermionic degrees
of freedom is quite intriguing. Not only the metric but
also the gauge bosons and the Higgs scalar could arise as
composite fields.

The requirement of a local polynomial spinor action
which is invariant under general coordinate transforma-
tions leads to the proposal [4,5] of “spinor gravity”. In
the present paper we elaborate on the geometrical and
symmetry aspects of this proposal1. The construction of
a local diffeomorphism invariant action is straightforward
[1–3]. As an example we may consider

SE ∼
∫

ddxdet
(

Ẽmµ (x)
)

,

Ẽmµ = iψ̄γm∂µψ. (1)

Here ψ(x) denotes Grassmann variables in the spinor rep-
resentation of the d-dimensional Lorentz group and we
have introduced the associated Dirac matrices γm such
that Ẽmµ is a vector with respect to global Lorentz rota-

tions. Due to the derivative the bilinear Ẽmµ transforms
as a vector with respect to general coordinate transfor-
mations. The only possible choice for a diffeomorphism

1A large part of the material of the present paper was orig-
inally contained in the first version of ref. [5]. The choice of
a separate publication is motivated by a clear presentation of
different aspects of spinor gravity.

invariant action contracts d derivatives with the totally
antisymmetric tensor ǫµ1...µd . Invariance under global
Lorentz rotations can be achieved similarly by contrac-
tion with ǫm1...md

.
The action SE is invariant under global but not lo-

cal Lorentz transformations. This is an important differ-
ence as compared to the standard formulation of gravity
(“Einstein gravity”). We will explore here the concep-
tual aspects of this difference while the phenomenologi-
cal implications are discussed in detail in [5]. Actually,
the action (1) is not the only invariant with respect to
diffeomorphism and global Lorentz symmetry - other in-
variants are discussed below. In particular, invariants
exhibiting also local Lorentz symmetry have been found
recently [6] and involve typically a high power of spinor
fields. In the present paper we rather investigate the al-
ternative possibility, namely that gravity indeed exhibits
only global and not local Lorentz symmetry. This will
lead to a generalized version of gravity.

Within “spinor gravity” the “global vielbein” Emµ (x)
can be associated to the expectation value of the fermion
bilinear Ẽmµ (x). As usual the metric obtains then by
contraction with the invariant tensor ηmn which lowers
the Lorentz indices

Emµ (x) = m〈Ẽmµ (x)〉 , gµν(x) = Emµ (x)Eνm(x). (2)

Here the arbitrary mass scale m has been introduced in
order to make Emµ dimensionless. On the level of the
composite bosonic fields Emµ and gµν the inverse vielbein
and metric Eµm(x) , gµν(x) are well defined provided E =
det(Emµ ) 6= 0. Our approach realizes the general idea
that both geometry and topology can be associated to
the properties of appropriate correlation functions [7].

Due to the lack of local Lorentz symmetry the global
vielbein contains additional degrees of freedom that are
not described by the metric. Correspondingly, the ef-
fective theory of gravity will also exhibit new invari-
ants not present in Einstein gravity. These invariants
are consistent with global but not local Lorentz sym-
metry. Indeed, we may use a nonlinear field decompo-
sition Emµ (x) = emµ (x)H n

m (x) where emµ describes the
usual “local vielbein” and H n

m the additional degrees of
freedom. These additional degrees of freedom are mass-
less Goldstone-boson-like excitations due to the sponta-
neous breaking of a global symmetry. In Einstein gravity,
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H n
m would be the gauge degrees of freedom of the local

Lorentz transformations and therefore drop out of any
invariant action. In contrast, the generalized gravity dis-
cussed here will lead to new propagating massless gravi-
tational degrees of freedom. Indeed, the kinetic terms for
H n
m can be inferred from the most general effective ac-

tion containing two derivatives which is invariant under
diffeomorphisms and global Lorentz transformations

Γ(2) =
µ

2

∫

ddxE
{

−R+ τ [DµEνmDµE
m
ν

−2DµEνmDνE
m
µ ] + βDµE

µ
mD

νEmν

}

. (3)

Here the curvature scalar R is constructed from the met-
ric gµν which is also used to lower and raise world indices
in the usual way. The covariant derivative Dµ contains
the connection Γ λ

µν constructed from gµν but no spin
connection. Due to the missing spin connection the last
two terms ∼ τ, β are invariant under global but not local
Lorentz transformations. They induce the kinetic term
for H n

m . The effective action (3), together with a “cos-
mological constant” term ∼

∫

ddxE, constitutes the first
order in a systematic derivative expansion. In the one
loop approximation to spinor gravity one finds β = 0.

An investigation of the gravitational field equations de-
rived from (3) in a four dimensional setting reveals [5]
that the invariant ∼ τ is not constrained by anyone of
the present observations of gravity. In particular, it does
not modify linear gravity or the first nontrivial order of
post-Newtonian-gravity. The isotropic Schwarzschild so-
lution and the homogeneous and isotropic cosmological
solutions remain unaffected. One concludes that the local
character of the Lorentz-symmetry is actually not tested
by observation [5] since an unconstrained term not in-
variant with respect to the local Lorentz transformations
remains allowed.

In contrast, severe bounds exist for the coupling β.
We will see, however, that the term ∼ β is not present
in the effective gravitational field equations that obtain
as the conditions for solutions of the Schwinger-Dyson
equations for spinor gravity.

In the present paper we generalize the action (1) and
discuss in sect. II the construction of invariants with
respect to diffeomorphisms and global Lorentz symmetry
from fundamental spinors. The issue of local Lorentz
symmetry is addressed in the appendix A.

In the following sections we turn to the geometrical
concepts implied by the absence of local Lorentz sym-
metry. This is treated in the context of the most gen-
eral form of the effective action for the gravitational de-
grees of freedom (sect. III). We present in sect. IV a
nonlinear decomposition of the global vielbein Emµ into
the usual local vielbein emµ and a nonlinear field Hm

n

which contains the new degrees of freedom. We also dis-
cuss different possible definitions of covariant derivatives
which correspond to alternative but equivalent geomet-
rical viewpoints. The implications of generalized gravity

[8] for the general structure of the solutions of the field
equations are investigated in sect. V.

In sect. VI we address the gravitational interactions of
the fermions in our generalized setting. Global Lorentz
symmetry is sufficient in order to forbid mass terms for
irreducible spinors in d = 2, 6, 8, 9mod 8 [9]. The absence
of local Lorentz symmetry allows, however, an unconven-
tional gravitational coupling of the spin of the fermions.
In sect. VII we discuss the gravitational couplings of the
fermions in a nonlinear language. One sees how the ab-
sence of the usual coupling to the totally antisymmetric
part of the spin connection is equivalent to a nonzero cou-
pling to an antisymmetric tensor field cµν . This coupling
would only be observable for objects with a macroscopic
spin vector. Using the nonlinear formulation we briefly
address the one loop approximation to spinor gravity in
sect. VIII and show that β vanishes in one loop order.
These findings are extended to a non-perturbative frame-
work based on the solution of Schwinger-Dyson equations
in sect. IX. Sect. X presents our conclusions.

II. SPINOR ACTION

The spinor fields ψ(x) are represented by anticommut-
ing Grassmann variables. They transform as irreducible
spinor representations under the d-dimensional Lorentz
group SO(1, d − 1) or the Euclidean orthogonal group
SO(d)

δLψ = − 1

2
ǫmnΣ

mnψ , Σmn = −1

4
[γm, γn]. (4)

Here the Dirac matrices obey

{γm, γn} = 2ηmn, (5)

and Lorentz indices are raised and lowered by ηmn

or ηmn. For SO(1, d − 1) one has ηmn = ηmn
= diag (−1,+1, . . . ,+1), whereas for the Euclidean case
ηmn = ηmn = δnm(≡ δmn ≡ δmn). More generally,
we will consider a signature of ηmn with s eigenval-
ues −1 and d − s eigenvalues +1, with s = 0, 1 for
Euclidean and Minkowski signature, respectively. Un-
der d-dimensional general coordinate transformations the
spinor fields transform as scalars

δξψ = −ξν∂νψ (6)

such that ∂µψ is a vector. Similarly, the spinor fields
ψ̄(x) transforms as

δLψ̄ =
1

2
ψ̄ǫmnΣ

mn , δξψ̄ = −ξν∂ν ψ̄. (7)

For Majorana spinors one has ψ̄ = ψTC where C obeys
2 (ΣT )mn = −CΣmnC−1. Otherwise ψ̄ may be con-
sidered as an independent spinor, where an involutive

2For details see [9]
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mapping between ψ and ψ̄ can be associated to complex
conjugation in spinor space. In even dimensions the ir-
reducible spinors are Weyl spinors obeying γ̄ψ = ψ with
γ̄ = ηγ0 . . . γd−1, η2 = (−1)d/2−s, γ̄2 = 1, γ̄† = γ̄.

We want to construct an action that is a polynomial in
ψ, ψ̄ and invariant under global Lorentz-transformations
and general coordinate transformations. Our first basic
building block is a spinor bilinear

Ẽmµ = iψ̄γm∂µψ. (8)

It transforms as a vector under general coordinate trans-
formations

δξẼ
m
µ = −∂µξνẼmν − ξν∂νẼ

m
µ , (9)

and as a vector under global Lorentz rotations

δLẼ
m
µ = −Ẽnµǫn m. (10)

The transformation properties of Ẽmµ under local Lorentz
transformations are discussed in appendix A. In general,
the expectation value of Ẽmµ may be complex.

From Ẽmµ we can easily construct a composite field
transforming like the metric

g̃µν = Ẽmµ Ẽ
n
ν ηmn. (11)

However, no object transforming as the inverse metric
can be constructed as a polynomial in the spinor fields.
The spinor polynomials contain only “lower world in-
dices” µ, ν which are induced by derivatives. The only
possible coordinate invariant polynomial must therefore
involve precisely d derivatives, contracted with the totally
antisymmetric ǫ-tensor. In particular, the scalar density
Ẽ = det(Ẽmµ ) can be written as a spinor polynomial

Ẽ =
1

d!
ǫµ1...µdǫm1...md

Ẽm1

µ1
. . . Ẽmd

µd
= det(Ẽmµ ). (12)

Therefore a possible invariant action reads

SE = α

∫

ddxẼ. (13)

It involves d derivatives and 2d powers of ψ.
For the discussion of further polynomial invariants we

note that the ways to construct invariants are restricted
by the absence of objects transforming as the inverse met-
ric or the inverse vielbein. All invariants contain ǫµ1...µd

where the indices µ1 . . . µd have to be contracted with
derivatives. We emphasize that the action SE is only
invariant under global Lorentz rotations, but not local

Lorentz rotations. For a first classification of spinor poly-
nomials which are invariant with respect to diffeomor-
phisms and global Lorentz rotations we use as an example
a Majorana-Weyl (MW) spinor in ten dimensions which
exists for a Minkowski signature. The generalization to
other dimensions and other signature is straightforward.

Since the MW-spinors are the most restricted type of ir-
reducible spinors one typically finds additional invariant
structures if the Majorana or Weyl constraint is absent.
We will find a large number of possible invariants. Nev-
ertheless, this number remains finite, as a consequence of
the Grassmann nature of the spinor fields.

We begin with the construction of invariants which in-
volve 2d powers ofMW -spinors and d derivatives. Invari-
ance under general coordinate transformations requires
that with respect to the world indices µ (associated to
derivatives ∂µ) we have to construct a totally antisym-
metric tensor of rank d. This involves d derivatives. We
can always group one spinor with a derivative and one
without a derivative into a bilinear ψα∂µψβ . Such a bilin-
ear transforms as a vector and will be our basic building
block. For d = 10 these basic building blocks can be
written in terms of γ-matrices as

Ẽmµ = iψ̄γm∂µψ , F̃ m1m2m3

µ = iψ̄γm1m2m3

(3) ∂µψ,

G̃ m1...m5

µ = iψ̄γm1...m5

(5) ∂µψ (14)

where γ(k) are totally asymmetrized products of k γ-
matrices. Under global Lorentz transformations these ba-
sic building blocks transform as the appropriate totally
antisymmetric tensors. All possible invariants contain
10 such building blocks with world indices contracted
by ǫµ1...µ10 . The Lorentz indices can be contracted by
ǫm1...m10

and ηmn.
The simplest invariant takes ten times the first building

block, contracted with ǫ

S1 =

∫

d10xǫµ1...µ10ǫm1...m10
Ẽm1

µ1
. . . Ẽm10

µ10
. (15)

This corresponds to the action SE (13) on which we will
often concentrate in this paper. For the construction of
further invariants we may replace one or several Ẽ by F̃
or G̃. On the level of two factors Ẽ four allowed index
contractions can replace

Ẽm1

µ1
Ẽm2

µ2
→















Ẽµ1pF̃
m1m2p
µ2

− (µ1 ↔ µ2)

F̃ m1pq
µ1

F̃ m2

µ2
pq

F̃ pqs
µ1

G̃ m1m2

µ2
pqs − (µ1 ↔ µ2)

G̃ m1pqst
µ1

G̃ m2

µ2
pqst.

(16)

On the level of two derivatives we have therefore already
five basic building blocks which all transform as second
rank antisymmetric tensors with respect to general coor-
dinate and Lorentz transformations. Already at this level
we can construct a large number of invariants (55) by
combining five such blocks and contracting with ǫµ1...µ10

and ǫm1...m10 . Additional possibilities arise by further
possible replacements on the level of three or four deriva-
tives, like

Ẽm1

µ1
Ẽm2

µ2
Ẽm3

µ3
→ F̃ m1pq

µ2
F̃ m2

µ1
qsF̃

m3s
µ3

p,

Ẽm1

µ1
Ẽm2

µ2
Ẽm3

µ3
Ẽm4

µ4
→ Ẽpµ1

Ẽqµ2
F̃ s
µ3

pqG̃
m1m2m3m4

µ4s . (17)
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Of course, not all of these combinations will be linearly
independent. Nevertheless, already at this level we have
found a large but finite number of independent invariants.

We next increase the number of spinor fields that may
appear in the polynomials. Since the number of deriva-
tives is fixed to be exactly d the new invariants can be
constructed by use of the non-derivative bilinears

Q̃mnp =
i

4
ψ̄γmnp(3) ψ. (18)

In ten dimensions the 120-component antisymmetric
tensor contains all nonvanishing bilinears. We note
∂µQ̃

mnp = F̃ mnp
µ /2. The total antisymmetry of the

ǫ-tensor implies

ǫm1m2...md
Q̃m1m2m3Q̃m4m5m6 = 0 ,

ǫm1...md
Q̃m1pqQ̃m2

pq = 0 (19)

whereas the combination ǫm1...md
Q̃m1m2pQ̃m3m4

p does

not vanish. The combination Q̃mnpQ̃mnp must corre-
spond to a Lorentz-singlet in the totally antisymmetric
product of four MW-spinors. Similarly, (Q̃mnpQ̃mnp)

2)
should be a singlet in the totally antisymmetric prod-
uct of eight spinors and so on. Obviously, one cannot
construct arbitrarily high powers of Q̃ since the anti-
symmetric product of n spinors vanishes once n exceeds
the dimension of the spinor representation. The max-
imal n corresponds to a Lorentz-singlet and is unique.
It is given by the totally antisymmetric product of Ds

spinors, with Ds the dimension of the spinor represen-
tation. For the Majorana-Weyl spinor in ten dimensions
one has Ds = 16. We conclude that the number of inde-
pendent invariants increases substantially if we allow for
polynomials with an arbitrary number of spinor fields. It
remains finite, however.

We can also think about invariants with less than 2d
spinor fields. The minimal number for even dimensions
is d + 2. One needs d derivatives acting on d different
spinors. However, an invariant with only d factors ∂µψ is
a total derivative - partial integration always leads to two
derivatives acting on a single spinor which vanish due to
the antisymmetry of the ǫ-tensor. Since the action should
be bosonic we have to add at least two more spinors.

In order to study this issue we investigate as building
blocks the bilinears with two derivatives 3

H̃µ1µ2,αβ = ∂µ1
ψα∂µ2

ψβ − ∂µ2
ψα∂µ1

ψβ

= ∂µ1
ψβ∂µ2

ψα − ∂µ2
ψβ∂µ1

ψα. (20)

The antisymmetry H̃µ1µ2,αβ = −H̃µ2µ1,αβ and the Grass-
mann anticommutation property of the spinors requires
symmetry in the spinor indices α, β, i.e. H̃µ1µ2,αβ =

3Due to the contraction with the ǫ-tensor we can restrict the
discussion to tensors that are antisymmetric in µ1 ↔ µ2.

H̃µ1µ2,βα. For a Majorana Weyl spinor in d = 10 the
16 · 17/2 = 136 symmetric bilinears can be decomposed
into two irreducible representations of the Lorentz group

S̃ m
µ1µ2

= i(∂µ1
ψ̄)γm∂µ2

ψ − i(∂µ2
ψ̄)γm∂µ1

ψ (21)

and

T̃ m1m2m3m4m5

µ1µ2
= i(∂µ1

ψ̄)γm1m2m3m4m5

+ ∂µ2
ψ

−(µ1 ↔ µ2) (22)

with

γm1m2m3m4m5

(5) =
1

252
(γm1γm2γm3γm4γm5

−γm1γm2γm3γm5γm4 + . . .) (23)

and

γm1m2m3m4m5

+ = γm1m2m3m4m5

(5)

1 + γ̄

2
(24)

=
1

2
{γm1m2m3m4m5

(5)

+ǫm1m2m3m4m5n1n2n3n4n5γ(5)n1n2n3n4n5
}.

The bilinears S̃ and T̃ belong to the representations 10
and 126 of SO(10), respectively. We note that the Weyl
constraint γ̄ψ = ψ implies the relation

T̃ m1m2m3m4m5

µ1µ2
(25)

= ǫm1m2m3m4m5n1n2n3n4n5 T̃µ1µ2n1n2n3n4n5

such that the number of independent components (for

given µ1, µ2) is 252/2. The bilinears S̃ and T̃ transform
as antisymmetric tensors with respect to the world in-
dices µ1, µ2. These building blocks with two derivatives
and two spinors can also be written as

S̃ m
µ1µ2

= i∂µ1
(ψ̄γm∂µ2

ψ) − i∂µ2
(ψ̄γm∂µ1

ψ)

= ∂µ1
Ẽmµ2

− ∂µ2
Ẽmµ1

= −2Ω̃ m
µ1µ2

(26)

and

T̃ m1m2m3m4m5

µ1µ2
= ∂µ1

G̃ m1m2m3m4m5

µ2

−∂µ2
G̃ m1m2m3m4m5

µ1
. (27)

Let us first form a polynomial of 10 spinors using 5 fac-
tors S̃ or T̃ . In this case the number of Lorentz indices
is odd. We can therefore form a third rank antisymmet-
ric tensor which can finally be contracted with Q̃mnp.
This construction yields the invariant with the minimal
number of d+ 2 = 12 spinors.

A possible invariant with the maximal number of d +
Ds = 26 spinors would combine the totally symmetric
product of d factors ∂µψ with the totally antisymmetric
product of Ds factors ψ. Its construction requires that
a Lorentz singlet is contained in the totally symmetric
product of d spinor representations. As we have seen,
this is not possible for d = 10 since five factors of S̃ or
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T̃ always result in a Lorentz-tensor with an odd number
of indices and therefore contain no singlet. We conclude
that for d = 10 the invariant spinor polynomials must
contain at least 12 and less than 26 spinor fields.

Global Lorentz symmetry and diffeomorphism invari-
ance allow for many independent polynomial invariants
in the “classical action”. Their number is finite and one
may therefore speculate that spinor gravity is a renor-
malizable theory. Nevertheless, the large number of pos-
sible independent invariants is not very attractive for a
fundamental theory of all interactions - it could hinder
severely the predictivity. The number of allowed invari-
ants depends crucially on the symmetry. For example, a
local Lorentz symmetry substantially reduces the number
of invariants [6]. At the present stage the present form
of the microscopic (or classical) spinor action remains
subject to many uncertainties. We therefore concentrate
in this note on those aspects that follow from general
considerations independently of the details of the spinor
action.

III. EFFECTIVE ACTION WITH GLOBAL

LORENTZ SYMMETRY

In order to derive the effective geometrical field equa-
tions for spinor gravity one should compute the effective
action Γ for the expectation values of the spinor bilinears,
in particular for the vielbein

Emµ (x) = 〈Ẽmµ (x)〉. (28)

This incorporates the effect of the quantum fluctuations
and the exact quantum field equations obtain by varia-
tion of Γ. In [4,5] we have presented a first calculation
based on partial bosonization and the loop expansion. In
the present paper we will supplement a non-perturbative
approach based on the Schwinger-Dyson equations in
sect. IX. Before proceeding to this computation we will
exploit in the following sections the general structures of
their outcome which are based purely on symmetry. In-
deed, if the functional measure preserves diffeomorphism
and global Lorentz symmetry the effective action has to
be invariant under the corresponding transformation as
well. We will see that the lack of local symmetry gen-
erates new geometrical structures. The insights learned
from symmetry considerations are independent of the ap-
proximation and do not require a precise specification of
the classical action discussed in sect. II.

Our generalized version of gravity contains the metric
as expected from a theory with diffeomorphism invari-
ance. It obtains in the usual way as a product of two
vielbeins

gµν = Emµ E
n
ν ηmn. (29)

We will concentrate here on a Minkowski signature
ηmn = diag(−1,+1,+1, . . . + 1) and restrict the dis-
cussion to real vielbeins. From this point of view we

therefore recover the standard situation for gravity in
the vielbein formulation. However, in contrast to stan-
dard gravity we find that Emµ describes additional de-
grees of freedom. Due to the lack of local Lorentz sym-
metry the vielbein will contain “physical” degrees of
freedom not described by the metric. This can easily
be seen by investigating the most general form of the
effective action consistent with general coordinate and
global Lorentz transformations. We proceed by a deriva-
tive expansion. In lowest order the unique invariant is
(E = detEmµ , g = | det gµν | = E2)

Γ0 = ǫ

∫

ddxE = ±ǫ
∫

ddx
√
g. (30)

In contrast to the classical action, which is formulated
in terms of the spinor Grassmann variables and therefore
must be a polynomial in ψ, the effective action depends
on bosonic fieldsEmµ . There is no reason why the effective
action should be a polynomial in Emµ . Whenever E 6= 0
we can construct the inverse vielbein

Eµ1

m1
=

1

(d− 1)!E
ǫµ1...µdǫm1...md

Em2

µ2
. . . Emd

µd

=
1

E

∂E

∂Em1

µ1

(31)

which obeys Emµ E
ν
m = δνµ , E

µ
mE

n
µ = δnm. This allows us

to define the inverse metric

gµν = EµmE
mν , gµνgνρ = δµρ (32)

which can be used to raise world indices.
The most general invariant effective action involving

two derivatives of the vielbein (we assume parity invari-
ance) reads [5]

Γ2 = µ(I1 + τI2 + βI3) (33)

with

I1 = −1

2

∫

ddxE R
[

gµν [E
m
ρ ]

]

(34)

I2 =
1

2

∫

ddxE{DµEνmDµE
m
ν − 2DµEνmDνE

m
µ } (35)

I3 =
1

2

∫

ddxEDµE
µ
mD

νEmν . (36)

Here we have introduced the covariant derivative

DµE
m
ν = ∂µE

m
ν − Γ λ

µν E
m
λ ,

DµE
ν
m = ∂µE

ν
m + Γ ν

µλE
λ
m. (37)

We emphasize that the covariant derivative acting on Emµ
does not contain a spin connection sincem is only a global
Lorentz index. As usual, the curvature scalar R can be
constructed from the metric gµν and the connection Γ
such that R[gµν ] is a scalar, with affine connection

5



Γ λ
µν =

1

2
gλρ(∂µgνρ + ∂νgµρ − ∂ρgµν). (38)

A realistic unified theory based on spinor gravity will
be formulated in more than four dimensions. One will
therefore be interested in solutions of the field equations
where the characteristic length scale of d − 4 “internal
dimensions” is small as compared to the one of the four
dimensional “macroscopic world”. Averaging over the
not directly observable internal space yields an effective
four dimensional theory by “dimensional reduction”. Be-
yond the gravitational sector this effective action will also
contain gauge interactions - the gauge symmetries corre-
spond to the isometries of internal space. Nevertheless,
the gravitational part of the resulting effective action will
again be governed by the symmetries of four dimensional
general coordinate and global Lorentz transformations.
The systematic derivative expansion should become ap-
plicable for the large length scales encountered in the
observation of gravitational effects. We assume here that
the effective four dimensional cosmological constant is
very small such that it can be neglected for all purposes
except possibly for late cosmology. This is, of course, a
highly nontrivial assumption, meaning that spinor grav-
ity admits an (almost) static solution with large three-
dimensional characteristic length scale (at least the size
of the horizon). If so, the gravitational interactions are
governed by the effective action (33), now applied to four
dimensions.

For the four dimensional effective action it has been
shown [4], [5] that µ determines the effective Planck mass.
Indeed, µ and ǫ have dimension massd−2 and massd,
respectively. The remaining two dimensionless param-
eters τ and β account for possible deviations from Ein-
stein’s gravity. We have found [5] that tight observational
bounds exist only for the parameter β. It is therefore very
interesting that the one loop contribution to β vanishes.

IV. NON-LINEAR FIELDS

In this paper we express the gravitational fields and
the effective action in a language somewhat closer to the
usual formulation of gravity. This will shed more light on
the differences between spinor gravity and Einstein grav-
ity and on the role of global versus local Lorentz symme-
try. The role of the symmetry transformations becomes
very apparent by the use of nonlinear fields. For this
purpose we use a matrix notation where Emµ corresponds

to the (µm)-element of a matrix Ē, with Eµm correspond-
ing to Ē−1 and metric g = ĒηĒT . Let us introduce a
pseudo-orthogonal matrix H and write Enµ = emµ H

n
m or

Ē = ēH , HηHT = η , detH = 1. (39)

The metric is independent of H

g = ēηēT , E = det Ē = det ē = e. (40)

In the usual formulation of gravity with vielbein and local
Lorentz invariance the fields in H are the gauge degrees
of freedom of the Lorentz group. In case of local Lorentz
symmetry the effective action would be independent of
H . In our approach with only global Lorentz symmetry,
however, we expect that Γ depends on H .

The redundancy of the composition Ē = ēH is related
to a new version of a local Lorentz group which acts on
e from the right and on H from the left

δ̃Le
m
µ = −enµǫ̃n m(x) , δ̃LH

n
m = ǫ̃ pm(x)H n

p . (41)

Therefore emµ transforms as a vector with respect to both
local coordinate and local Lorentz-transformations, just
as in the usual setting. We will call emµ the “local viel-
bein” and Emµ the “global vielbein”. The only difference
between generalized gravity and the standard formula-
tion concerns the nonlinear field H which transforms as
a scalar with respect to coordinate transformations and a
vector with respect to the original global Lorentz trans-
formations

δH n
m = −ξν(x)∂νH n

m + ǫ̃ pm(x)H n
p −H p

m ǫ
n
p . (42)

Again, in case of Einstein gravity the transformations ǫp
n

would be local and permit to achieve Hp
n = δnp without

using the “reparameterizations” ǫ̃m
p. This is not possible

for global parameters ǫp
n.

There are two alternatives for defining the covariant
derivative of the local vielbein emµ . They are connected
to two different but equivalent geometrical viewpoints.
The first alternative uses the standard covariant deriva-
tive involving the spin connection ω[e] with covariantly
constant local vielbein Dµe

n
ν = 0 such that

DµE
m
ν = enνDµH

m
n ,

DµH
m
n = ∂µH

m
n − ω p

µ n[e]H m
p . (43)

This is the formulation used in [4]. The second alterna-
tive keeps Hn

m covariantly constant, D̄µHn
m = 0. This

yields a different definition of the covariant derivative D̄µ

by

DµE
m
ν = D̄µe

n
νH

m
n . (44)

Therefore the modified covariant derivative D̄µ acts on
enν as

D̄µe
n
ν = ∂µe

n
ν − Γ λ

µν e
n
λ + ω̄ n

µ pe
p
ν (45)

where the spin connection ω̄ is defined as

ω̃ n
µ p = [(∂µH)H−1] np = ∂µH

q
p H

n
q = −H q

p ∂µH
n
q.

(46)

(Note Hm
pH

p
n = H m

p Hp
n = δmn , Hm

p = (H−1) mp and
the antisymmetry ω̄µnp = −ω̄µpn.) We observe that ω̄µnp
is invariant under the global Lorentz-transformations δL
whereas it receives the inhomogeneous piece of a connec-
tion with respect to the local Lorentz transformations
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δ̃Lω̄µnp = ǫ̃ sn ω̄µsp + ǫ̃ sp ω̄µns − ∂µǫ̃np. (47)

Therefore D̄µe
n
ν transforms as a tensor both with respect

to coordinate and local Lorentz transformations. The
covariant derivative D̄µ is metric, i.e.

D̄µgνρ = D̄µe
n
ν eρn + D̄µe

n
ρeνn = 0. (48)

The geometrical aspects of the covariant derivative Dµ

(43) are described in [4]. Using this formulation, one finds
for the invariants

I2 =
1

2

∫

ddxe{DpHnmDpHnm − 2DpHnmD
nHp

m}

I3 =
1

2

∫

ddxeDnHnmD
pHp

m (49)

with DpHnm = epρDρH
nm etc. These invariants pro-

vide the kinetic terms for the massless field Hmn. Their
absence for Einstein gravity reflects directly the fact that
Hmn are gauge degrees of freedom in this case.

We next turn to the viewpoint of the covariant deriva-
tive D̄µ (45). The covariant derivative D̄µe

n
ν defines an

additional tensor structure [8]. This is connected to the
new invariants involving two derivatives which are al-
lowed in spinor gravity but not in Einstein gravity. In-
deed, we may express the effective action in terms of the
nonlinear fields e and H . In particular, one has

Sµν
m = ∂µE

m
ν − ∂νE

m
µ

= (∂µe
n
ν − ∂νe

n
µ)H

m
n + enν∂µH

m
n − enµ∂νH

m
n

= (D̄µe
n
ν − D̄νe

n
µ)H

m
n (50)

and the invariants Ik in (34-36) can be written in terms
of covariant derivatives

I1 = −1

2

∫

ddxe R
[

g[e]
]

,

I2 =
1

2

∫

ddxe{D̄µeνmD̄µe
m
ν − 2D̄µeνmD̄νe

m
µ }

I3 =
1

2

∫

ddxe(D̄µe
µ
m)(D̄νemν ), (51)

demonstrating the role of the tensor D̄µe
n
ν . We recall

that in this formulation the covariant derivative of the
vielbein does not vanish. Such a situation was investi-
gated systematically in the generalized gravity of [8].

Finally, we note that for d = 4 there exists also a parity
violating invariant

Γ2,p =
1

4

∫

d4xǫµ1...µ4S m
µ1µ2

S n
µ3µ4

ηmn

=

∫

d4xǫµ1...µ4D̄µ1
emµ2

D̄µ3
eµ4m. (52)

It is obvious that in higher orders in the derivative expan-
sion the invariants can be constructed using as building
blocks the curvature tensor Rµνσλ[e] and the covariant
derivative D̄µe

m
ν . The dependence on H always involves

derivatives of H and appears in the form of D̄µe
m
ν .

V. GENERALIZED GRAVITY

Spinor gravity admits different geometrical viewpoints,
depending on the choice of covariant derivatives and con-
nections. They all can be described within the frame-
work of generalized gravity [8]. In [8] it has been shown
that the dimensional reduction of generalized gravity has
important consequences for the issue of massless chiral
spinors and it is therefore useful to make direct con-
tact with this work. In terms of the nonlinear fields emµ
and H p

n the bosonic effective action Γ[e,H ] can be con-
structed from the curvature tensor Rµνσλ[e] and from the
tensor

Uµνm = D̄µeνm. (53)

The covariant conservation of the metric (48) implies the
antisymmetry of Uµνρ in the last two indices

Uµνρ = emρ U
m

µν = −Uµρν . (54)

In turn, the connection ω̄µnp[H ] (eq. (46)) can be ex-
pressed as the sum of the usual spin connection ωµnp[e]
and a tensor Kµnp,

ω̄µnp[H ] = ωµnp[e] +Kµnp, (55)

where

ωµnp[e] = emµ ωmnp[e] ,

ωmnp[e] = −Ωmnp + Ωnpm − Ωpmn ,

Ωmnp = −1

2
(eµme

ν
n − eµne

ν
m)∂µeνp. (56)

This follows from the fact that ωµnp[e] has the inhomoge-
neous transformation property of a connection (the same
as ω̄µnp[H ] in eq.(47)). Hence the difference between two
connections transforms as a tensor.

The tensor Kµnp can be expressed in terms of the ten-
sor Uµνm by

Kµnp =
1

2
emµ {Umnp − Unmp − Unpm

+ Upnm + Upmn − Umpn},
Upnm = eµpe

ν
nUµνm. (57)

We note that the indices of K and U are changed by
multiplication with the local vielbein emµ . In particular,
the antisymmetric parts are equal tensors

K[µνρ] = U[µνρ]. (58)

Similarly, K[mnp] = U[mnp] are scalars that transform
as totally antisymmetric tensors under the local Lorentz
transformations. On the other hand, eq. (56) implies

ω[mnp] = −Ω[mnp]. (59)

These latter quantities are scalars under general coordi-
nate transformations but have the inhomogeneous trans-
formation properties of a connection with respect to the
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local Lorentz transformations. The two sets (58) and
(59) are related by eq. (55). They coincide for a suitable
Lorentz gauge, i. e. H = 1, ω̄ = 0.

The possible differences between solutions of gener-
alized gravity and Einstein gravity are intimately con-
nected to a nonvanishing Uµνm. Indeed, we will show
that any vielbein emµ which solves Einstein’s equation is
also a solution of generalized gravity provided that there
exists a suitable H0[e] such that U [e,H0] vanishes. Then,
in turn, one can infer from Kµnp = 0 that for these solu-
tions the spin connection becomes the standard expres-
sion ω̄µnp = ωµnp[e].

For this purpose we express the effective action (33) in
terms of Uµνm

Γ = µ

∫

ddxdet e

{ − 1

2
R[e] +

3

2
τU[µνρ]U

[µνρ] +
1

2
βU µ

µ mU
νm
ν }. (60)

The field equation in absence of sources

δΓ

δEmµ
= 0 (61)

is obeyed for

δΓ[e,H ]

δemµ
= 0 ,

δΓ[e,H ]

δH p
n

= 0. (62)

We start with the observation that Γ depends on H only
via U and solve first the second equation as a functional
of e

δΓ

δH p
n

=
δΓ[e, U ]

δUµνm |e

δUµνm
δH p

n |e
= 0. (63)

Since the effective action (60) is quadratic in U eq.(63)
has a solution

U0
µνm

[

e,H0[e]
]

= 0 (64)

provided that a suitable H0[e] exists. We next reinsert
this solution into the effective action and define

Γ[e] = Γ
[

e,H0[e]
]

= Γ
[

e, U0
[

e,H0[e]
]

]

. (65)

Any solution of the remaining field equation

δΓ[e]

δemµ
= 0 (66)

also solves the first equation in (62) and is therefore a
solution of the original field equation (61). We finally
observe that Γ[e] contains only the term ∼ R and can
therefore be expressed in terms of the metric. The field
equation therefore becomes

δΓ[g]

δgµν
= 0 (67)

which is precisely the Einstein equation

Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν = 0. (68)

This concludes the proof of our assertion that a viel-
bein which solves eqs. (68) and (64) also solves the field
equation (61) of generalized gravity. More generally, the
effective action of generalized gravity contains terms that
can be constructed from the curvature tensor Rµνσλ (and
therefore only involve gµν) plus terms with at least two
powers of U . For fields with U = 0 the contribution of
the latter terms to the field equations vanishes.

Let us next investigate what are the conditions for the
existence of a suitable configurationH0[e] such that U0 =
0. According to eqs. (55), (57) this requires

∂µH
q
p Hnq = ωµnp[e]. (69)

This condition is equivalent to the one that for a given
vielbein enµ there exists a matrix H p

n such that Epµ =
enµH

p
n obeys DµE

p
ν = 0, as can be seen from eq. (44).

The question of the existence ofH0[e] therefore reduces to
the question for which emµ one can find a field H0[e] such
that Emµ has a vanishing covariant derivative DµE

m
ν = 0.

We observe that H0 acts as a local Lorentz transforma-
tion on e (eq. (39)). We also know the identity

Dµe
m
ν = ∂µe

m
ν − Γ λ

µν emλ + ω m
µ p[e]e

p
ν = 0. (70)

(This corresponds to the vanishing of the covariant
derivative if ω instead of ω̄ is used and follows directly
from the definition (56).) The identity (70) is invariant
under local Lorentz transformations. We therefore can
achieve DµE

m
ν = Dµ(e

n
νH

m
n ) = 0 provided that there

exists a Lorentz transformationH by which the spin con-
nection ω[E] = ω[eH ] can be made to vanish. (This is
precisely the content of the relation (69).) We may call a
connection ω[e] obeying eq.(69) “Lorentz flat”. Lorentz
flatness is realized only for a special class of vielbeins.
Lorentz flat solutions of Einstein gravity remain exact
solutions for generalized gravity.

General solutions for Emµ may not obey Uµmn = 0. In
this case we may find deviations from standard gravity.
According to eq. (57) they can all be written in terms of
the tensor

Kmnp = eµmKµnp. (71)

By construction Kmnp transforms as a scalar under gen-
eral coordinate transformations. It is a third rank ten-
sor with respect to the local Lorentz-transformations δL̃
(41), (47) and invariant with respect to the global rota-
tions δL. The tensor can be decomposed into a totally
antisymmetric part K[mnp] and a vector Km = K n

mn .
We will see (sect. VIII) that Km does not appear in the
one loop approximation.

At this point we emphasize that Lorentz-flatness
(Uµnp = 0 , Kmnp = 0) is a sufficient but not a necessary
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condition for the coincidence of solutions of generalized
gravity with Einstein gravity. This is demonstrated by
the isotropic and cosmological solutions for β = 0 [5].
Indeed, for β = 0 the condition for the coincidence of
solutions of generalized gravity and Einstein gravity gets
weakened: Every solution of Einstein gravity is also a
solution of generalized gravity provided that the totally
antisymmetric part of U0 vanishes

U0
[µνρ]

[

e,H0[e]
]

= 0. (72)

The condition (72) is substantially weaker than the con-
dition for Lorentz flatness (64). It is obeyed for a
large class of solutions of Einstein gravity, including the
Schwarzschild and Friedmann solutions [4]. The proof
proceeds in complete analogy to the above, noting that
only U[µνρ] appears in the effective action (60) for β = 0.

We finally note that our geometrical setting can also be
interpreted in terms of torsion. Indeed, we may define a
different connection Γ̃ λ

µν and, in consequence, a further

covariant derivative D̃µ, such that the global vielbein is
covariantly conserved

D̃µE
m
ν = ∂µE

m
ν − Γ̃ λ

µν Emλ = 0. (73)

This fixes the connection as

Γ̃ λ
µν = (∂µE

m
ν )Eλm (74)

and comparison with eq. (37) identifies 4 the contorsion

EλmDµE
m
ν = Γ̃ λ

µν − Γ λ
µν = L λ

µν . (75)

We note that the antisymmetric part of Γ̃ λ
µν is the tor-

sion tensor 5

Γ̃ λ
µν − Γ̃ λ

νµ = −2Ω m
µν Eλm = T λ

µν . (76)

In particular, the invariant I3 involves a contraction of
the contorsion tensor L according to the identity

DµEmµ = (Γ̃ µλ
µ − Γ µλ

µ )Emλ . (77)

Since eq. (73) implies the existence of d covariantly con-

served vector fields the connection Γ̃ (74) is curvature
free.

Similarly, we may use in the nonlinear language a dif-
ferent connection and definition of the covariant deriva-
tive such that emµ is covariantly conserved even though
we use the spin connection ω̄. This employs a connection
with torsion

4Since the l.h.s. of eq. (75) is a tensor this shows that Γ̃µν
λ

indeed transforms as a connection under general coordinate
transformations. Of course, this can also be checked by direct
computation from the analogue of eq. (9).

5In ref. [8] the torsion tensor Tµνρ is denoted by Rµνρ

D̃′
µe
n
ν = ∂µe

n
ν − Γ̃ λ

µν e
n
λ + ω̄ n

µ pe
p
ν = 0 (78)

and we identify

U m
µν = (Γ̃ λ

µν − Γ λ
µν )emλ = DµE

m
ν (H−1) mn (79)

in accordance with eq. (75). Of course, the three for-
mulations based on the covariant derivatives Dµ, D̄µ and

D̃′
µ (70) (45) (78) are all equivalent. They can be inter-

preted as different geometrical viewpoints of generalized
gravity.

VI. GRAVITATIONAL SPINOR INTERACTIONS

In this section we turn to the gravitational interactions
of the spinor fields. They describe how fermions propa-
gate in a gravitational background and determine the
gravitational fields created by fermionic sources. We con-
centrate on interactions involving two spinor fields and
use a Minkowski signature for ηmn. For this purpose we
use an effective action depending on both fermionic and
bosonic fields. This amounts to the inclusion of fermionic
and bosonic sources η̄ and Jµm. The effective action is de-
fined by an appropriate Legendre transform

Γ[ψ,Emµ ] = −W [η̄, Jµm] +

∫

ddx{η̄ψ + JµmE
m
µ } (80)

of the logarithm of the partition function W = lnZ (cf.
[5] for details of our setting). We need a computation of
Γ in quadratic order in ψ. We concentrate on the general
structure and admit all terms consistent with the sym-
metries of general coordinate transformations and global
Lorentz rotations, Γ(2) =

∫

ddx
∑

α Lα. We start with
the non-derivative interactions. For irreducible spinors
in d dimensions the symmetries permit at most one pos-
sible scalar bilinear which plays the role of a fermion mass
term

Lm = imψEψ̄ψ. (81)

For Majorana spinors we use ψ̄ = ψTC. We observe that
for d = 8, 9 mod 8 the charge conjugation matrix C is
symmetric, C = CT . Then the antisymmetry under the
exchange of Grassmann variables forbids a mass term.
On the other side, Weyl spinors admit a mass term only
for d = 4 mod 4. We conclude [9] the absence of any
mass term except for d = 3, 4, 5, 7 mod 8, i.e.

Lm = 0 for d = 2, 6, 8, 9 mod 8. (82)

This has a very important consequence: spinor grav-
ity in d = 2, 6, 8, 9 mod 8 dimensions necessarily leads
to a spectrum containing both massless fermions and a
massless graviton! (In addition, it also involves other
massless bosonic bound states.) To be more specific,
the global Lorentz symmetry implies massless spinors for
flat d- dimensional space whereas mass terms may be in-
duced by “compactification” of some of the “internal”
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dimensions or, more generally, by spontaneous breaking
of some of the symmetries in the ground state. Indeed,
our statement is based purely on symmetry: massless
fermions are guaranteed by the invariance of Γ under
global Lorentz-rotations and diffeomorphisms, whereas
the absence of the mass term of the graviton follows
from the invariance under general coordinate transfor-
mations alone. Whenever the effective action for the
vielbein contains an appropriate kinetic term with two
derivatives acting on Emµ spinor gravity describes a prop-
agating massless graviton. It arises as a bound state of
massless spinors (d = 2, 6, 8, 9 mod 8) or possibly mas-
sive spinors (d = 3, 4, 5, 7 mod 8). We will argue in sects.
VIII, IX that the appropriate invariant kinetic term for
the metric is indeed generated by the fluctuation effects.
We also mention that our symmetry argument only holds
provided that the relevant global symmetry (SO(1, d−1)
or an appropriate subgroup thereof) is free of anomalies.

As noted in [9] the absence of a mass term is a neces-
sary condition for a realistic spectrum of quarks and lep-
tons in the effective four dimensional theory after dimen-
sional reduction 6. “Spontaneous compactification” is as-
sociated typically with a reduced symmetry of the ground
state. The chirality index [11] determines the number of
chiral fermion generations (with quantum numbers ac-
cording to the ground state symmetry) in dependence on
the properties of the internal space. More precisely, it de-
pends on the topology and the symmetry. The internal
space may have singularities which can be interpreted [10]
as branes [12] or generalized black holes [13] and may be
“wharped” [13,12] - in this case the index also depends on
the behavior of the geometry near the singularity [8]. A
small electroweak symmetry breaking at the Fermi scale
will then induce a small mass for the otherwise massless
quarks and leptons [14].

We next turn to the interactions involving no deriva-
tives of the spinors and one derivative of the vielbein.
They must be of the form

La = iEψ̄γ
m1...mp

(p) ψA(p)
m1...mp

(83)

with A(p) transforming as a scalar under diffeomorphisms
and a totally antisymmetric tensor under Lorentz rota-
tions. The only tensor quantities which can be formed
from the vielbein involving only one derivative are based
on

Ωmnp[E
m
µ ] = −1

2
EµmE

ν
n(∂µEνp − ∂νEµp) (84)

6In presence of “branes” this statement holds only if the
quarks and leptons correspond to normalizable wave functions
in the “bulk”. This seems to be a generic situation for branes
with codimension larger than one where the fermionic wave
functions may be concentrated on the brane but are extended
into the bulk [10].

which can be decomposed into irreducible representations
Ωm = Ω n

mn and Ω[mnp]. This yields

La = − i

4
EZaΩ[mnp]ψ̄γ

mnp
(3) ψ − iEZbΩmψ̄γ

mψ. (85)

We observe ψ̄γmψ ≡ 0 for Majorana spinors in d =
2, 3, 9 mod 8 [9]. Furthermore, hermiticity requires
EZaΩ[mnp] to be real whereas EZbΩm should be purely
imaginary. We will omit the term ∼ Zb in the following.

Finally, we include the spinor kinetic term with one
derivative acting on the spinors ψ

Lkin =
i

2
EZψ(ψ̄γmEµm∂µψ − ∂µψ̄γ

mEµmψ)

+iEZ̃ψE
µ
m∂µ(ψ̄γ

mψ). (86)

Again, the term ∼ Z̃ψ is absent for Majorana spinors in
d = 2, 3, 9mod 8 and will be omitted from our discussion.
Summarizing the various terms the effective spinor action
with up to one derivative reads

Γ(2) =

∫

ddxE{Zψψ̄γµ∂µψ − i

4
ZaΩ[mnp]ψ̄γ

mnp
(3) ψ}.

(87)

We emphasize that for irreducible spinors in d =
2, 9 mod 8 eq. (87) is the most general form consistent
with the symmetries. In the classical approximation af-
ter partial bosonization one has Zψ = −α̃ , Za = 0. [5]
On the other hand, the gravitational spinor interaction in
standard gravity is characterized by local Lorentz invari-
ance which requires Za = Zψ. Possible deviations from
standard gravity are therefore related to the difference
Zψ − Za.

VII. NONLINEAR SPINOR FIELDS

In order to bring our formulation as close as possible to
standard gravity and to make the differences transparent
we use again the nonlinear field decomposition of sect.
IV. We define 7

ψ = H̃ψ̃ (88)

where H̃ is the appropriate spinor representation of the
pseudoorthogonal matrix H in eq. (39). (For small
deviations from unity H n

m = δnm + δHmpη
pn one has

H̃ = 1 + 1
2δHmnΣ

mn). Using

ψ̄γmψ =
¯̃
ψH̃−1γmH̃ψ̃ =

¯̃
ψγnψ̃H m

n (89)

7There should be no confusion with the spinor bilinear H̃
used in sect. II.
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one finds

ψ̄γmEµmψ =
¯̃
ψγmeµmψ̃ (90)

and

ψ̄γµ∂µψ = ¯̃ψγmeµm
(

∂µ + H̃−1(∂µH̃)
)

ψ̃

= ¯̃ψγmeµm(∂µ − 1

2
ω̄µnp[H ]Σnp)ψ̃. (91)

Here we have used the identity

H̃−1∂µH̃ =
1

2
∂µH

q
n H

−1
qp Σnp (92)

and the definition (46) for ω̄[H ]. Furthermore, one has

Ω[mnp][E] = −(ω[m′n′p′][e]

−ω̄[m′n′p′][H ])Hm′

mH
n′

nH
p′

p ,

ω̄mnp[H ] = eµmω̄µnp[H ]. (93)

In the nonlinear language the effective spinor action
therefore reads

Γ(2) =

∫

ddxeZψ
¯̃
ψ

{

iγmeµm

(

∂µ − 1

2
ω̄µnp[H ]Σnp

)

+
i

4

Za
Zψ

(

ω[mnp][e] − ω̄[mnp][H ]
)

γmnp(3)

}

ψ̃. (94)

In the field basis (ψ̃, e,H) we see that the only differ-
ence from the gravitational spinor interactions in Ein-
stein gravity involves 8 the tensor Kµnp defined in eq.
(55)

Γ(2) =

∫

ddxeZψ
¯̃ψ
{

iγmeµm

(

∂µ − 1

2
ωµnp[e]Σ

np

)

+
i

4

(

1 − Za
Zψ

)

K[mnp]γ
mnp
(3)

}

ψ̃. (95)

For an interpretation of the modification of the grav-
itational spinor coupling due to the term ∼ K[mnp] it is
instructive to investigate first weak gravitational effects.
In the linear approximation for weak gravity (cf. [5]) we
can choose a parameterization where

emµ = δmµ +
1

2
hµνη

νm , H n
m = δnm +

1

2
aµνδ

µ
mη

νn (96)

such that

ω[µνρ][e] = 0 , K[µνρ] = ω̄[µνρ][H ] = −1

2
∂[µcνρ]. (97)

By partial integration the coupling of the antisymmetric
tensor field cνρ to spinors can also be written as

8For ψ̄γmψ 6= 0 additional couplings ∼ K n
mn γm are possible

if Em
µ is complex.

Lc =
1

4
(Zψ − Za)cνρ

¯̃
ψγµνρ(3) ∂µψ̃ (98)

If such a coupling would be present in the effective four
dimensional theory of gravity a local fermionic particle

would act as a source for cνρ, i.e. jνρ ∼ ∂µ
¯̃
ψγµνρψ̃. Since

cνρ is an additional massless field, Newton’s law would
be modified by an additional very weak dipole-dipole in-
teraction from the derivative couplings ∼ (jνρ)

2. We
note that jνρ reflects the particular properties of spin
1/2 particles. Such a “spin-contribution” to the effective
gravitational interaction is much too weak [5] to be seen
by present experiments.

We conclude that spinor gravity leads to modified grav-
itational interactions of the fermionic particles - but those
modifications are not observable (at present) by macro-
scopic gravity. Since the discussion of sects. VI, VII is
purely based on symmetry this finding seems quite ro-
bust as long as the symmetries (and the reality of the
vielbein) admit a modification of standard gravity only
through the totally antisymmetric tensorK[mnp] (87, 95).

VIII. SPINOR GRAVITY IN ONE LOOP ORDER

In this and the next section we turn to the derivation
of the effective gravitational field equations for Emµ or
the corresponding effective action Γ. Since our problem
has no small expansion parameter there seems to be no
reason why a loop expansion should be reliable. As a first
non-perturbative approach for models with interacting
fermions one may look for the solution of the Schwinger-
Dyson equation [15] in lowest order. This will be done
in sect. IX. The structural elements of the solution to
the lowest order schwinger-Dyson equation are very close
to a one loop expansion. Therefore we first explore the
latter in the present section. Our main finding, namely
that the invariant ∼ β is not generated, is valid for both
approaches.

The one loop contribution to spinor gravity (e.g. to
the bosonic effective action) can be written in terms of
the matrix of second functional derivatives of the “clas-
sical action” with respect to the spinors in presence of a
background Emµ , S

(2)) ∼ ED, as

Γ(1l) = −1

2
Tr ln(ED) , (99)

D = γµ∂µ +
1

2E
γm∂µ(EE

µ
m) = γµD̂µ, (100)

γµ = Eµmγ
m. (101)

Here the classical action typically obtains after partial
bosonization [5] and we have assumed here the form of
eq. (87) with Za = 0. This holds for a large class of ac-
tions of spinor gravity (far beyond the particular ansatz
SE (13)) and a large class of partial bosonizations. It
simply reflects the absence of a classical spinor coupling
to an antisymmetric tensor. The coupling Za can be in-
corporated easily, however. Since it is typically generated
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by fluctuations it should be included in a nonperturba-
tive Schwinger-Dyson approach as discussed in the next
section. We call D the generalized Dirac operator and
observe the appearance of a “covariant derivative”

D̂µ = ∂µ +
1

2E
Emµ ∂ν(EE

ν
m). (102)

(For Weyl spinors one should either multiply D by an
appropriate projection operator (1+ γ̄)/2 or work within
a reduced space of spinor indices, using Cγm instead of
γm since only Cγm acts in the reduced space.) The con-
tribution from the derivative acting on the vielbein can
also be written in the form

D = γm(Eµm∂µ − Ωm) , Ωm = − 1

2E
∂µ(EE

µ
m). (103)

It is instructive to compare the generalized Dirac oper-
ator D with the corresponding operator DE in Einstein-
gravity. The latter is constructed from the Lorentz co-
variant derivative Dµ which appears in the spinor kinetic
term (Majorana spinors)

iψ̄γµDµψ = iψ̄γmeµm

(

∂µ − 1

2
ωµnpΣ

np

)

ψ = iψ̄DEψ

= iψ̄γµ∂µψ − i

4
Ω[mnp]ψ̄γ

mnp
(3) ψ. (104)

Here γmnp(3) is the totally antisymmetrized product of

three γ-matrices γmnp(3) = γ[mγnγp] and Ω[mnp] corre-

sponds to the total antisymmetrization of

Ωmnp = −1

2
eµme

ν
n(∂µeνp − ∂νeµp). (105)

Replacing emµ by Emµ one finds

D = DE [E] +
1

4
Ω[mnp][E]γmnp(3) . (106)

For the fermionic one loop contribution the only differ-
ence between spinor gravity and standard gravity con-
cerns the piece ∼ Ω[mnp]! At this place we also note that
a more general “classical action” of the type (87) with
Za 6= 0 only modifies the coupling of the second term in
eq. (106) by a factor ρ = (1 − Za/Zψ) (cf. eq. (95)).

Neglecting the piece ∼ Ω[mnp] the first contribution
DE [Emµ ] is covariant with respect to both general co-
ordinate and local Lorentz transformations. Replacing
D → DE in the integral (99) will therefore lead to
a one loop effective action Γ1l with these symmetries.
This is a gravitational effective action of the standard
type. Expanded in the number of derivatives one will
find the curvature scalar plus higher derivative invari-
ants like R2, RµνR

µν etc. However, the additional piece
∼ Ω[mnp][E

m
µ ] violates the local Lorentz symmetry and

only preserves a global Lorentz symmetry. We therefore
expect the appearance of new terms in the effective action
which are invariant under global but not local Lorentz-
rotations. According to eq. (106) all additional terms

must involve Ω[mnp] or derivatives thereof. They vanish
for Ω[mnp] = 0.

We finally observe that the trace in eq. (99) involves a
trace over spinor indices as well as an integration over
space coordinates or, equivalently, a momentum inte-
gral in Fourier space. As it stands, these integrations
are highly divergent in the ultraviolet and the integral
(99) needs a suitable regularization. This regularization
should preserve the invariance under general coordinate
transformations. If possible, it should also preserve the
global Lorentz symmetry. However, there may be ob-
structions in the form of “gravitational anomalies” [16]
for d = 6 mod 4. At present it is not known if such
anomalies occur in spinor gravity. For the time being
we neglect this possible complication and assume global
Lorentz symmetry of the effective action.

To gain some insight into the general structure of the
one loop expression we may use the nonlinear formula-
tion. For this purpose we express the operator D as

D = H̃

(

DE [e] +
i

4
K[mnp][e,H ]γmnp(3)

)

H̃−1. (107)

In the one loop expression ∼ Tr lnD the factors H̃ and
H̃−1 drop out. We conclude that all modifications of
Einstein gravity must involve the totally antisymmetric
tensor K[mnp]. In other words, the dependence of Γ1l on
H appears only through K[mnp], i.e.

Γ1l[e,H ] = Γ1l

[

e,K[e,H ]
]

. (108)

We observe that only the totally antisymmetric part
K[mnp] enters the one loop expression, whereas the con-
traction Km is absent.

In particular, in one loop order the additional invariant
involving two derivatives must be quadratic in K[mnp]

ΓK =
3τ̃

2

∫

ddxeK[mnp]K
[mnp]

=
3τ̃

2

∫

ddxeU[µνρ]U
[µνρ]. (109)

Using the definitions (55) (39) this can be written in
terms of e,H or E

ΓK [e,H ] =
τ̃

2

∫

ddxe{D̄µe
m
ν D̄

µeνm

−2D̄µe
m
ν D̄

νeµm}, (110)

ΓK [E] = τ̃ I2. (111)

Comparing the last expression with eq. (33) identifies

τ = τ̃ /µ , β = 0 (112)

for one loop spinor gravity.
The one loop term can partly be found in the literature

[1], [3], [17] or combined from it. For the completeness of
this paper we find it useful, nevertheless, to describe the
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most important aspects explicitely in our formulation.
From eq. (95) we conclude that we can write the one loop
expression as a standard gravitational one loop correction
for the effective action of the vielbein emµ , plus a torsion
term

Γ1l[e,K] = −1

2
Tr ln

{

eDE [e] +
ρ

4
eK[mnp]γ

mnp
(3)

}

. (113)

Here we use

DE [e] = γmeµm∂µ − 1

4
Ω[mnp][e]γ

mnp
(3) (114)

and ρ = (1 − Za/Zψ). For K[mnp] = 0 one recovers the
one loop expression for standard gravity. In lowest order
in the derivative expansion this produces a term propor-
tional to the curvature scalar in the effective action.

The new ingredient in spinor gravity involves the con-
tribution of generalized torsion associated to the tensor
K[mnp]. For any regularization that preserves the diffeo-
morphism symmetry the new terms involving K must be
invariant under general coordinate transformations. The
same holds for the local Lorentz transformations. We
may expand in powers of K. There is no possible term
linear in K since no totally antisymmetric tensor can be
constructed from emµ . The term quadratic in K reads
(109)

ΓK =
ρ2

64
Tr{D−1

E AKD−1
E AK} = τ̃

∫

ddxeK[mnp]K
[mnp]

AK = K[mnp]γ
mnp
(3) . (115)

One may compute τ̃ by evaluating ΓK for constant (x-
independent) values of K and emµ = δmµ . This allows us
to perform a calculation in flat space and to use a Fourier
basis. With DE → iγµpµ , D−1

E → −iγµpµ/p2 , p2 =
pµp

µ one finds

ΓK = −ρ
2

64
Ωd

∫

ddp

(2π)d
pµpν
p4

K[ρ1ρ2ρ3]K
[σ1σ2σ3]

tr{γµγρ1ρ2ρ3(3) γνγ(3)σ1σ2σ3
}. (116)

Here Ωd denotes the d-dimensional volume and the last
trace tr is only in spinor space.

Obviously, the momentum integral is ultraviolet diver-
gent and needs a regularization. We may evaluate it in a
euclidean setting and use rotation symmetry

∫

ddpf(p2)pµp
ν =

1

d

∫

ddpf(p)p2δνµ. (117)

We may also employ

trγµγρ1ρ2ρ3(3) γµγ(3)σ1σ2σ3

= −(d− 6)trγ ρ1ρ2ρ3
(3) γ(3)σ1σ2σ3

= −(d− 6)qd δ
[ρ1ρ2ρ3]
σ1σ2σ3

(118)

such that (ρ = 1)

τ̃ =
(d− 6)qd

96d

∫

ddp

(2π)d
1

p2
. (119)

With (x = p2)

∫

ddp

(2π)d
= 2vd

∫

dxxd/2−1 , v−1
d = 2d+1πd/2Γ

(

d

2

)

(120)

and
∫

dxxκ−1 =
1

κ
A2κΛ

2κ (121)

we put the effects of the particular regularization scheme
into the dimensionless coefficient A2κ(A2κ = 1 for a sharp
momentum cutoff). We see that τ depends strongly on
the regularization scale (or UV cutoff) Λ

τ̃ =
vd(d− 6)qd
24d(d− 2)

Ad−2Λ
d−2. (122)

For d > 6 the coefficient τ̃ is positive.
Already at this rather primitive level one sees that the

one loop correction induces a gravitational effective ac-
tion containing the curvature scalar as well as a new tor-
sion invariant involving the square of the totally antisym-
metric tensor K[mnp]. This corresponds to the invariant
I2 with coupling τ in sect. III whereas β vanishes in the
one loop approximation.

Obviously the dependence on the regularization is dis-
turbing, in particular since a simple momentum cutoff
is not compatible with diffeomorphism symmetry. This
does not permit us to compute the overall size of the
one loop expression in a regularization independent way.
However, at least the ratio between the coefficients of the
torsion and curvature invariants is independent of the
particular regularization, provided that diffeomorphism
symmetry is preserved. Employing standard techniques
[17] one finds for d = 4 [4],

τ = 3

(

1 − Za
Zψ

)2

(123)

IX. SCHWINGER-DYSON EQUATION

In the preceeding section we have sketched the one
loop contribution of spinor fluctuations in a background
field Emµ . This computation is also a central piece in a
nonperturbative approach based on the Schwinger-Dyson
equations [15]. Following the treatment of [18], [19] we
use a general notation for the spinors ψα where α collects
all spinor indices, i.e. internal indices as well as momen-
tum labels. We further assume here for simplicity that
the classical action is a polynomial of n spinor fields

S =
1

n!
λα1...αn

ψα1
. . . ψαn

(124)
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with λα1...αn
totally antisymmetric in all n indices. The

fermionic effective action can be written as an implicit
functional integral

ΓF [ψ] = − ln

∫

Dψ̃ exp
{

− S[ψ + ψ̃] + ηαψ̃α
}

(125)

where

ηα[ψ] = −δΓF
δψα

. (126)

Taking a derivative with respect to ψα one obtains 9 the
exact identity (ψ′ = ψ + ψ̃)

δΓF
δψα

=

〈

δS

δψ̃α
[ψ + ψ̃]

〉

=
1

(n− 1)!
λαα2...αn

〈ψ′
α2
. . . ψ′

αn
〉. (127)

We next express the r.h.s of eq. (127) in terms of the
fermion propagator

Gαβ = 〈ψ′
αψ

′
β〉 (128)

as

δΓF
δψα

=
1

Fn
λαβα3...αn

ψβGα3α4
. . . Gαn−1αn

+Xα + Yαβψβ

(129)

with

Fn = (n− 2)(n− 4) . . . 2 (130)

Here Xα contains terms with more than one power of
ψ and Yαβ involves connected Greens functions for more
than two spinors. Taking one more derivative of eq. (129)
and evaluating it at ψ = 0 yields the exact Schwinger-
Dyson equation (SDE)

(

Γ
(2)
F

)

αβ
=

∂2Γ

∂ψβ∂ψα
= (G−1)αβ (131)

=
1

Fn
λαβα3...αn

Gα3α4
. . .Gαn−1αn

+ Yαβ .

The lowest order SDE neglects the contribution Yαβ . It
is therefore a closed equation for the propagator Gαβ .

Let us define an effective action for the propagatorGαβ

Γ[G] =
1

nFn
λα1...αn

Gα1α2
. . . Gαn−1αn

+
1

2
Tr lnG

= Γ(cl) + Γ(1) (132)

The functional variation of Γ[G] with respect to Gαβ
yields 10 precisely eq. (131) (for Yαβ = 0). We can

9Note 〈ψ̃α〉 = 0.
10In our notation ∂Gαβ/∂Gγδ = δαγδβδ − δαδδβγ .

therefore interprete Γ[G] as the effective action for the
bosonic spinor bilinears Gαβ . The field equations derived
from this bosonic effective action correspond precisely to
the lowest order SDE. We may call the first term on the
r.h.s. of eq. (130) the classical bosonic action (n = 2d)

Γ(cl)[G] =
1

nFn

∫

dx1 . . . dxddy1 . . . dyd

λa1...adb1...bd
(x1 . . . xd, y1 . . . yd)

Ga1b1(x1, y1) . . .Gadbd
(xd, yd) (133)

and the second term the one loop term. Here we have
used a double index notation α = (a, x) where x = xµ

is a “coordinate index” indicating the location in space
and a collects all internal indices, i.e. the spinor indices
of the irreducible representations of the Lorentz group
and indices counting the possibly different representa-
tions (e.g. ψ and ψ̄ in case they are not related by a
Majorana condition). We recall that the antisymmetri-
sation of λ concerns the permutations of all index pairs
(xi, ai) ↔ (xj , aj).

We need the coupling λ corresponding to the classical
action SE = α

∫

ddẼ (13). Comparison with (124) yields

λa1...adb1...bd
(x1 . . . xd, y1 . . . yd) =

(

− i

2

)d
α

d!

PA

{

∫

ddzδ(x1 − z) . . . δ(xd − z)δ(y1 − z) . . .

δ(yd − z)ǫµ1...µdǫm1...md
(

∂

∂xµ1

1

− ∂

∂yµ1

1

)

. . .

(

∂

∂xµd

d

− ∂

∂yµd

d

)

γ̂m1

a1b1
. . . γ̂md

adbd

}

. (134)

Here γ̂mab = (Ĉγm)ab contains the charge conjugation

matrix for Majorana spinors (Ĉ = C) or an appropri-
ate matrix in the ψ̄ − ψ space for Dirac spinors. For
Weyl spinors it involves an additional projector (1+γ̄)/2.
We consider here symmetric matrices γ̂m, γ̂mab = γ̂mba, in
accordance with the antisymmetry under the exchange
(x1a1) ↔ (y1b1) etc.. The operator PA denotes the sum
over all permutations 11 of index pairs with a minus sign
for odd permutations.

We want to evaluate Γ in terms of the vielbein

Emµ (x) = − i

2
〈∂µψ′(x)γ̂mψ′(x) − ψ′(x)γ̂m∂µψ

′(x)〉

= − i

2

(

∂

∂xµ
− ∂

∂yµ

)

Gab(x, y)|x=yγ̂
m
ab. (135)

Variation of Γ[Emµ ] with respect to Emµ yields a nonper-
turbative approximation to the geometrical field equa-
tions of spinor gravity. This approximation not only ne-
glects the higher order terms (Yαβ) but also the possible

11The factor 1/n! appearing in the total antisymmetrisation
is already included in the definition (124) of λ.
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impact of expectation values of fermion bilinears other
than the vielbein.

One immediately realizes that Γ(1) has precisely the
structure of the one loop contribution Γ(1l) (99) in the

preceeding section. The only difference is that S(2) = ED
is now replaced by the full inverse propagator G−1 =

Γ
(2)
F . At this point we can make use of the general dis-

cussion of sect. VI in order to parameterize the form
of the inverse fermion propagator in presence of back-
ground field Emµ . In consequence, Γ(1) will now depend
on unknown couplings like Zψ and Za (cf. eq. (87)).
These couplings have to be determined self-consistently
by the solution of the Schwinger-Dyson equation (131)
for Gab(x, y) with x 6= y. For a local classical action
(134) and Yαβ = 0 the r.h.s. of eq. (131) only consists
of a local term. In turn, this contains polynomials in
the vielbein of order n/2 − 1. Typically, it is also linear
in the fermion momentum (from an “unsaturated deriva-
tive” corresponding to the indices αβ in eq. (130)) and
has therefore the structure discussed in sect. VI. (Care
has to be taken for the permutations in PA.) Once Za/Zψ
has been determined one can take over the discussion of
sect. VIII. This results in a contribution to the effec-
tive action where the terms involving two derivatives are
given by eq. (3), with τ specified by eq. (123) and β = 0.

We also need the classical contribution Γ(cl). This ob-
viously depends on the choice of the action for spinor
gravity. We demonstrate its computation for the choice
SE (13). Even in this case the classical action is not
simply α

∫

ddxE(x) since one has to take care of the per-
mutations PA. For a computation of Γ(cl) we have to
classify how the various combinations of γ̂m

âb̂
appearing

in the permutation sum are contracted with Gab. The
first contribution are all terms where for each γ̂m both
its indices are contracted with a suitable Gab. There are
2d · (2d− 2) . . . 2 = nFn such terms in the sum PA. The
contributions of these terms to Γ(cl) is therefore precisely
(E = detEmµ )

Γ
(1)
(cl) =

α

d!

∫

ddxǫµ1...µdǫm1...md
Em1

µ1
(x) . . . Emd

µd
(x)

= α

∫

ddxE(x). (136)

These are, however, not all possible contractions. Let
us next look at the term where contractions of the type
γ̂mabGab occur only for d−2 of the γ̂m-matrices, and not for
the two others. There are again nFn such terms. They
lead to a second contribution

Γ
(2)
(cl) =

α

d!

∫

ddxǫµ1...µdǫm1...md
Em3

µ3
(x) . . .

Emdµd (x)Lm1m2

µ1µ2
(x), (137)

Lm1m2

µ1µ2
(x) = −1

8

(

∂

∂xµ1

1

− ∂

∂yµ1

2

) (

∂

∂xµ2

2

− ∂

∂yµ2

1

)

(

γ̂m1

a1b2
γ̂m2

a2b1
− γ̂m2

a1b2
γ̂m1

a2b1

)

(138)

Ga1b1(x1, y1)Ga2b2(x2, y2)|x1=x2=y1=y2=x

In order to proceed further we need a generalized Fierz
identity

γm1

a1b2
γm2

a2b2
= cγm1

a1b1
γm2

a2b2
+ . . . (139)

where the dots denote products of other elements of the
Clifford algebra Γa1b1Γ

′
a2b2

like Γ = γ[mnp] etc.. The first
term ∼ c could change the coefficient α in eq. (136)
whereas the other terms do not contribute in an approx-
imation where we neglect possible expectation values of
local fermion bilinears except the vielbein. A similar pro-
cedure holds for the other possible contractions.

We know from symmetry arguments that the only lo-
cal invariant involving the vielbein without derivatives
has the structure of eq. (136) such that the additional
contractions may only modify the effective coefficient α.
In principle, the contractions of the type of eq. (137) and
beyond could produce invariants involving derivatives of
the vielbein. However, such invariants would have to be
polynomial in the vielbein. The existence of such poly-
nomials is severely restricted [5] and they do not occur
in a parity invariant setting or for d 6= 4. If we only con-
sider nonvanishing Emµ (and put all other expectation
values of local fermion bilinears to zero) the symmetries
alone imply that the classical action must be ∼

∫

ddxE.
This covers arbitrary invariant actions of spinor gravity,
including all those discussed in sect. II.

For a particular setting where the spinor action con-
tains precisely 2d spinors we also observe that d deriva-
tives have to match precisely d fermion bilinears. If more
than one derivative acts on a given bilinear (for example
∂µE

m
ν involves two derivatives on the fermions), another

one must have zero derivatives, which is not allowed if the
only nonvanishing bilinears are real Emµ . Obviously, this
discussion could change if nonvanishing expectation val-
ues of non-derivative bilinears like 〈ψ̄γmnpψ〉 or 〈ψ̄γmψ〉
occur. Finally, we note that the contribution ∼ c in
Lm1m2

µ1µ2
actually vanishes if 〈ψ̄γmψ〉 = 0.

We conclude that the Schwinger-Dyson equations yield
in lowest order a result very similar to the one loop
approximation, except that the numerical coefficients
are possibly modified and have to be determined self-
consistently. In particular, they also imply β = 0 in eq.
(3). These statements hold independently of the form
of the action of spinor gravity as long as diffeomorphism
and global Lorentz symmetry is preserved and the spinor
kinetic term has the form (87).

X. CONCLUSIONS

Spinor gravity is an interesting candidate for a quan-
tum theory of gravity. We have demonstrated the exis-
tence of a large but finite number of invariants that are
polynomials in the fermionic Grassmann variables and
invariant under the symmetries of diffeomorphisms and
global Lorentz rotations. The central missing piece for
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the completion of a well defined functional integral defin-
ing quantum gravity remains the formulation of a reg-
ularized functional measure consistent with these sym-
metries. A further open question concerns the role of
local versus global Lorentz-symmetry: is it necessary to
require the invariance of the action under local Lorentz-
symmetry?

In order to make progress on this last point we have in-
vestigated the models with global, but not local Lorentz
symmetry. We have concentrated here on the general
geometrical features that are independent of the precise
form of the classical action. Using nonlinear fields it be-
comes apparent that the difference to Einstein’s gravity
(with local Lorentz symmetry) consists in the presence
of new massless “Goldstone-type” fields. This leads to a
generalization of the geometrical concepts in gravity, like
modified covariant derivatives or torsion.

The structure of the effects of quantum fluctuations in
spinor gravity becomes apparent by an investigation of
the solutions to the Schwinger-Dyson equation (SDE) in
lowest order. They result in an effective gravitational ac-
tion (and corresponding effective gravitational field equa-
tions) which contains the usual curvature invariants for
the metric plus additional kinetic terms for the “Gold-
stone degrees of freedom”. To lowest order the (non-
perturbative) expansion of the SDE yields a new invari-
ant with a particular structure. Precisely this structure
is compatible [5] with all present observations despite the
lack of local Lorentz symmetry.
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APPENDIX A: LOCAL LORENTZ

TRANSFORMATIONS

In this appendix we study the action of local Lorentz
transformations on the invariants with respect to the
global Lorentz-transformations that we have discussed in
section II. Our motivation is to find out if there exists
a polynomial action for spinors that is also invariant un-
der local Lorentz-transformations. This would reduce the
gravitational degrees of freedom and bring spinor grav-
ity much closer to Einstein gravity. A study of the local
Lorentz-transformation properties of the various bilinears
is also useful for a discussion of the properties of the loop
expansion or solutions to SDE.

With respect to the local Lorentz rotations the trans-
formation properties also involve an inhomogeneous piece

δLẼ
m
µ = ǫmnẼ

n
µ +

i

4
ψ̄γmnp(3) ψ∂µǫnp +

i

2
ψ̄γnψ∂µǫmn (A.1)

with

γmnp(3) = γ[mγnγp]

=
1

6
(γmγnγp − γmγpγn + γnγpγm

−γnγmγp + γpγmγn − γpγnγm). (A.2)

We recall that for Majorana spinors in d = 2, 3, 9 mod 8
the antisymmetry under the exchange of Grassmann vari-
ables implies ψ̄γnψ ≡ 0 [9]. The part ∼ ψ̄γmnp(3) ψ remains,

however. At this point we observe that for Majorana-
Weyl spinors in d = 2 mod 8 the Weyl constraint implies
ψ̄Γkψ = 0 if Γk is a product of an even number of γ-
matrices, and the required antisymmetry of CΓk admits
nonvanishing nonderivative bilinears only if Γk is the to-
tally antisymmetric product of k = 3 mod 4 γ-matrices
[9].

As an example, we will investigate the local Lorentz
transformations for a MW-spinor in d = 10. In terms
of Q̃ (18) we can write the inhomogeneous part of the
Lorentz transformations (A.1) as

δinẼ
m
µ = Q̃mnp∂µǫnp. (A.3)

(We do not list the trivial homogeneous part which sim-
ply reflects the tensor structure.) Exploiting the vanish-
ing of ψ̄γmψ and ψ̄γmnpqs(5) ψ for Majorana-Weyl spinors

we find the transformation properties of F̃ and G̃

δinF̃
m1m2m3

µ = − i

2
ψ̄γm1m2m3

(3) Σnpψ∂µǫnp (A.4)

= 2(ηm1nQ̃pm2m3 + ηm2nQ̃m1pm3

+ηm3nQ̃m1m2p)∂µǫnp (A.5)

and

δinG̃
m1m2m3m4m5

µ = − i

2
ψ̄γm1m2m3m4m5

(5) Σnpψ∂µǫnp

= {α6 ǫ
m1...m5nps1s2s3Q̃s1s2s3 (A.6)

− 20A5[η
m1nηm2pQ̃m3m4m5 ]}∂µǫnp.

Here we have used the Weyl constraint γ̄ψ = ψ with

γ̄ = ηǫm1...md
γm1...md ,

γm1...m7

(7) γ̄ =
α̂

6
ǫm1...m7n1n2n3γ(3)n1n2n3

(A.7)

and η = 1, α̂ = 1 for Minkowski signature ηmn =
(−1,+1,+1 . . .). The operation A5 denotes total an-
tisymmetrization over the indices (m1,m2,m3,m4,m5)
such that the second term in eq. (A.6) contains 20

independent combinations, 20A5[η
m1nηm2pQ̃m3m4m5 ] =

(ηm1nηm2p−ηm1pηm2n)Q̃m3m4m5 − (m2 ↔ m3)+(m2 ↔
m4) − · · ·.

Similarly, the inhomogeneous part of the local Lorentz
transformation of the tensors S̃, T̃ (21), (22) reads

δinS̃
m

µ1µ2
= ∂µ1

Q̃mnp∂µ2
ǫnp

+∂µ1
ǫmnẼ

n
µ2

− (µ1 ↔ µ2) (A.8)
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and

δinT̃
m1...m5

µ1µ2

=
α

6
ǫm1...m5nps1s2s3∂µ1

Q̃s1s2s3∂µ2
ǫnp

−20A5[∂µ1
Q̃m3m4m5∂µ2

ǫm1m2 ]

+∂µ1
ǫm1

n G̃
nm2m3m4m5

+∂µ1
ǫm2

n G̃
m1nm3m4m5 + · · ·

+∂µ1
ǫm5

n G̃
m1m2m3m4n − (µ1 ↔ µ2). (A.9)

We can combine these transformation properties in or-
der to find the change of global Lorentz invariants under
local Lorentz transformations. The global invariance en-
sures that the homogeneous part of the transformation
vanishes, such that we need only the contribution from
δin. The invariant IE (13) which involves only powers of

Ẽmµ transforms as 12

δLIE = δL

∫

ddxẼ =

∫

ddxẼẼµmQ̃
mnp∂µǫnp. (A.10)

Clearly, this is not invariant for general functions ǫnp(x).
Nevertheless, some residual invariance remains for a spe-
cial class of functions ǫnp(x) which is defined in depen-

dence on the value of the spinor bilinear Ẽmµ . If we define

τmnp = ẼẼµm∂µǫnp one observes that the right hand side
vanishes if the totally antisymmetric part of τ vanishes
τ[mnp] = 0. This is simply a consequence of the con-
traction with the totally antisymmetric quantity Qmnp.
Since the condition τ[mnp] = 0 involves the spinor fields in
a nonlinear fashion the local transformations which pre-
serve the relation τ[mnp](x) = 0 form a group of nonlin-
ear field transformations. One may speculate that such
a nonlinear symmetry is responsible for the absence of
the contraction Km in the one loop expression (115) and
therefore for β = 0.

Next we consider the invariant

IΩK =

∫

ddxẼΩ̃[mnp]Q̃
mnp (A.11)

= − 1

4(d− 2)!

∫

ddxǫµ1...µdǫm1...md

Ẽm3

µ3
. . . Ẽmd

µd
S̃µ1µ2pQ̃

m1m2p

where

ẼΩ̃mnp = ẼẼµmẼ
ν
nΩ̃µνp = −1

2
ẼẼµmẼ

ν
nS̃µνp. (A.12)

This is motivated by the observation that the combina-
tion IE − IΩK bares some resemblance with a covari-
ant derivative with spin connection Ω̃. With eqs. (A.3),

(A.8) and δinQ̃
mnp = 0 one obtains

12For the case where Ẽ = 0 and no inverse vielbein Ẽµ
m exists

one should consider ẼẼµ
m as a shorthand for the polynomial

defined by eq. (31).

δLIΩK = − 1

4(d− 2)!

∫

ddxǫµ1...µdǫm1...md
Q̃m1m2p

{

(d− 2)Ẽm4

µ4
. . . Ẽmd

µd
Q̃m3st∂µ3

ǫstS̃µ1µ2p

+2Ẽm3

µ3
. . . Ẽmd

µd
(∂µ1

Q̃ st
p ∂µ2

ǫst + ∂µ1
ǫpsẼ

s
µ2

)
}

=

∫

ddxẼQ̃mnp
{

Ẽµm∂µǫnp

−3

2
Ẽµ[mẼ

ν
nẼ

ρ
q]S̃µνpQ̃

qst∂ρǫst

−ẼµmẼνn∂µQ̃ st
p ∂νǫst

}

=

∫

ddxẼQ̃mnp
{

∂mǫnp − ∂mQ̃
st
p ∂nǫst

+Q̃qstS̃mqp∂nǫst −
1

2
Q̃qstS̃mnp∂qǫst

}

. (A.13)

We observe that ∂ǫ now multiplies new structures Q̃∂Q̃
and Q̃Q̃S̃. These new types of structures can actually be
related to each other. Using

∂µẼ = ẼẼνn∂µẼ
n
ν , ∂µẼ

ν
n = −Ẽνp Ẽρn∂µẼpρ , (A.14)

one finds by partial integration

∫

ddxẼẼµmẼ
ν
n Q̃

mnp∂µQ̃
st
p ∂νǫst

= −
∫

ddxẼ∂mQ̃
mnpQ̃ st

p ∂nǫst

+Q̃mnqQ̃ st
q

(

S̃ p
mp ∂nǫst −

1

2
S̃ p
mn ∂pǫst

)

. (A.15)

This leads to the identity

∫

ddxẼQ̃mnqQ̃ st
q (S̃ p

nm ∂pǫst − 2S̃ p
np ∂mǫst)

= 2

∫

ddxẼ∂n(Q̃
mnpQ̃ st

p )∂mǫst. (A.16)

In the difference of the invariants IE − IΩK the in-
homogeneous piece ∼ Q̃mnp∂mǫnp cancels. However,
for this difference the inhomogeneous piece in the lo-
cal Lorentz transformation involves new fermion bilin-
ears with derivatives. One may try to cancel this piece
by adding further invariants with higher powers of S̃ and
Q̃. It is not obvious, however, if the system can be closed
such that one could finally find a local invariant.

Recently, a first construction leading to local invariants
has been identified [6]. It involves a maximal number
of spinor fields ψ without derivatives, multiplied with
precisely d factors ∂µψ. Since the inhomogeneous part
of the local Lorentz-transformation of ∂µψ leads to one
more factor of ψ (multiplied with ∂ǫ) it must vanish due
to the Grassmann properties of ψ. This construction
requires that one can form a Lorentz-singlet out of the
d factors ∂µψ. We have already seen in sect. II that
this is not possible for Majorana-Weyl spinors in d =

17



2 mod 8 whereas in [6] the viability of this construction
was demonstrated for d = 8 mod 8.
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